
 







Testimonials

Michelle made the home buying process painless. She was very knowledgeable, courteous, friendly, 
thorough and timely.   All correspondence, from emails, phone calls and paperwork, were handled 
promptly and she always followed up to see if I had additional questions or concerns. 

She did not try to sell me more house than I needed and she took the time to listen. She also was very 
good at keeping my children informed and involved in the process.   More importantly, she kept me 
calm and collected during the whole home buying process, for which I am grateful. I would highly 
recommend Michelle. You will be getting the best there is.

Roberta A. 

Michelle was an excellent realtor for both selling and for buying homes. She was highly recommended 
by two separate people and we are very happy we worked with her. She was easy to communicate 
with over the phone, email and text message. She also took care of negotiations in a professional and 
timely manner. We would recommend her to anyone. She and her team were wonderful!

Dan B. 

Michelle and Cheryl were extremely helpful in the process of finding and purchasing our home. 
Cheryl took the time to really understand our situation and did a great job matching us to a home that 
fit our desires and budget. Michelle did a fantastic job of walking through all the details, helping us 
understand our negotiating position, and coordinating the last minute logistics to make sure we 
closed on our original schedule.

Michelle's associate Cheryl was the realtor we worked with the most. Their team was very helpful as we 
were buying our first home. They were easily contacted and always willing to assist us. We had a lot of 
questions and they helped us through every one. We highly recommend Restaino & Associates.

Joab W. 

Ruthi B. 

The Yoo Team was amazing to work with. Kept us informed every step of the way in buying our 
home. If we ever buy another house, we would definitely work with them again!

Erin W. 

My husband and I bought our first home last month with the help of the Yoo Team. It was a nerve-
racking process, which is why we are so extremely grateful for the service we received along the way 
from the Yoo Team. They explained every step, answered every question, and helped us through all 
the ups and downs of the experience. We never felt as though we were a burden, even when we were 
confronted with situations we didn't understand and had many, many questions. In the end we found 
a home that we absolutely love, and I know we couldn't have navigated our way through the process 
without their help. A thank you is not enough!!

Megan W. 



BUyer’s agent—seller’s agent  
What’s the Difference?

to you the Buyer, the difference is huge.  if the Realtor you are working with is a seller’s agent, 
then you are a customer.  as a customer, you can move on to another agent any time you wish.  
there is no contract between you and the seller’s agent.  as a customer, you enjoy the right to  
confidentiality, however the seller’s agent is limited in the actions they can undertake for you.  
they must, by law, respond honestly to any questions you have about the property and real estate 
market and are also required by law to disclose any material adverse factors of which they are aware.  
However, when all is said and done, the seller’s agent’s job is to structure the transaction to the 
seller’s benefit including trying to get the seller the highest price for the property.

if you work with a Buyer’s agent, you are a client.  this is a very important difference than being 
a customer.  as a client, your agent will still respond honestly to any question you have about the 
property and market and will also disclose any material adverse facts of which they are aware, just 
as a seller’s agent would.  the difference beyond that point is huge.  

a Buyer’s agent can do things 
that a seller’s agent cannot.  For 
example, your Buyer’s agent can 
complete a market analysis on 
any home you are interested 
in to tell you if the pricing  
appears to be accurate. a Buyer’s 
agent can create a negotiating 
strategy that is structured with 
your best interests in mind and 
most importantly, can point 
out reasons not to buy a home.

to make it easier to see the  
difference between seller agents 
and Buyer agent representation, 
we created the chart to the 
right.

services & duties Provided seller’s
agent

Buyer’s
agent

arrange Property showings • •
assists with Financing • •
Provides accurate information • •
explains Forms & agreements • •
Monitors escrow & Closing • •
exposure to entire Market:  
Both listed & Unlisted Properties • •
gives advice & Counsel •
Completes a thorough analysis of the 
subject Property-Before you Make an offer •
Promotes & Protects your Best interests •
negotiates Best Price & terms for you •
Points out reasons not to Buy •
Writes offer with your Best interests in Mind •
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stePs in the 
BUying/selling ProCess

Buyer decides to buy a
new	home/property

select home
write and present offer

Discuss financial aspects and
buyer’s needs

Buyer selects agent to work with

offer accepted

View homes that meet the
buyer’s requirements

Homeowner decides to sell

a showing results in an offer
which is presented by listing agent

Title	company/Escrow	company
searches title

seller prepares the home 
for marketing

arrange for roofing, plumbing, well,
septic, certificates, if necessary

Buyer makes mortgage application

Pre-closing inspection

seller selects real estate agent
to list home

offer accepted

arrange for closing date

Broker/Agent	markets	the	home

mortgage approval

arrange for inspection

closing & Possession
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FinanCing yoUr neW hoMe 

the difference Between Pre-Qualified and Pre-approved

Meeting With a lender to get Pre-approved
Pre-approval helps you know how much home you can afford and gives the home seller peace of 
mind, which helps show your offer in its best light. Your lender will inform you of the 
information you will need to provide to them. We have several lenders who have provided 
excellent service to previous clients and we are happy to recommend them if you'd like.

Being Pre-Qualified in most cases means you have called a lender on the phone, told them how 
much money you make and what your monthly payment responsibilities are for things such as car  
loans and credit cards.  From there, the lender will tell you the approximate price range and monthly  
payment range you belong in.  it gets you started in the right direction and is a good idea to get  
pre-qualified as soon as you begin searching for homes on the internet.  that way, you will be entering  
the proper value ranges on various websites and seeing results that fall within your price point.  

once you are ready to start looking onsite and making offers, you should take the next step 
and get Pre-approved.  Pre-approval involves meeting with the lender, signing Verification of  
employment and Deposit forms and ordering a credit report.  in this way, the lender is able to have 
everything done for your new loan with the exception of the appraisal.  the appraisal of course, 
cannot be done until you choose a home and obtain an accepted offer.  Pre-approval does a couple 
things for you: 

#1 it will put you in a stronger negotiating position if you are in competition with other offers.  

#2 even if you are not in competition, it will 
offer the seller peace of mind knowing your 
credit history work is already done and there is 
only an appraisal to do.  

with this peace of mind, the seller will look 
more favorably upon your offer than they 
would if they knew nothing about your ability 
to complete the transaction.

http://www.restainohomes.com/vp/SearchServlet?ListingSearch=TRUE&SITE=RESTAINO&ScreenID=VENDOR_SEARCH
http://www.restainohomes.com/vp/SearchServlet?ListingSearch=TRUE&SITE=RESTAINO&ScreenID=VENDOR_SEARCH
http://www.restainohomes.com/vp/SearchServlet?ListingSearch=TRUE&SITE=RESTAINO&ScreenID=VENDOR_SEARCH
http://www.restainohomes.com/vp/SearchServlet?ListingSearch=TRUE&SITE=RESTAINO&ScreenID=VENDOR_SEARCH
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noW yoU are ready to 
vieW ProPerties

this is the fun part...selecting your new home! We will work with you to establish the parameters 
of your search and will actively  pursue all new listings that fit your requirements: those within 
our own company, those found through multiple listing services and properties we hear about for 
sale privately.

Before a showing
• Schedule	all	visits	in	advance.  24 hours notice	is	preferred.	

•	 Try	to	avoid	bringing	small	children,	they	will	probably	become	tired	and	bored.	Without	them,	 
you will be better able to focus on the task at hand.

• Stay	 in	 your	 price	 range.	 Don’t	 let	 emotions	 sway	 you.	 If	 you	 fall	 in	 love	 with	 a	 house	 that
you “have to have”, you may end up with one you really can’t afford.

• Wear	shoes	that	slip	off	easily.

• Be	prepared	for	weather	changes	and	dress	appropriately.

during a showing
• Pay	attention	to	the	home’s	curb	appeal,	floor	plan	and

overall amenities.

• Take	 notes,	 ask	 questions	 and	 make	 comments.
this helps us understand your needs and what
you like or don’t like about a home.

• Know	 the	 characteristics	 you	 need	 in	 a	 home	 and
the amenities you want. Realize when you look at
a home, not every one will be perfect - sometimes you will
need to look hard to see the possibilities.

• Relax,	and	have	fun!

how many homes to see
• This	 will	 depend	 on	 the	 neighborhood,	 real	 estate

market, and your specific requirements.

• Focus	on	suitable	properties.

a Few guidelines –What you Can expect:
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Writing the oFFer to PUrChase

Closing CheCklist

tiPs For a sMooth Closing

once you have found a house that you want to call home, you will meet with your Realtor to draft 
an offer to Purchase.  You will discuss and decide issues such as how much to offer, what items 
to ask for in your offer (stove refrigerator, etc.), how long you will need to complete an inspection 
of the home and obtain financing, and what date would be best for your closing. this process can 
take between 1 and 2 hours depending on the complexity of the offer and the type and number 
of contingencies you need to include. We will help guide you through this process and complete 
the necessary paperwork.  

the following is a list of things that will need to be done just prior to closing day:

• Transfer	water/sewer	to	your	name
• Transfer	gas	to	your	name
• Transfer	electricity	to	your	name
• Transfer	telephone	to	your	name
• Call	cable	company	for	hook	up
• Inform	your	attorney	of	the	closing	date,	if	you	have	not	already	done	so
• Notify	postal	service	of	new	address
• Inform	friends/relatives	of	new	address

Here’s a quick checklist to make sure everything goes smoothly during the transition from “their 
house” to “your house.” shortly before closing, do a final walk-through of the house.

What to Bring
• A	 cashiers	 or	 bank	 check	 for	 the	 amount	 specified	 in	 your	 preliminary	 Closing	 Statement,

made payable to the title company or yourself.
• Your	new	homeowner’s	insurance	binder,	with	proof	of	one	year’s	payment.
• Your	drivers	license	or	other	photo	ID.

What to expect
a typical closing lasts approximately 1 hour. it usually takes place at a title company. You’ll sign 
numerous documents, all of which will be explained to you along the way. You’ll finalize your  
mortgage, exchange funds and the deed, and get the keys to your new home! congratulations!!!



Where to turn
sometimes finding a good service provider can really be a game of chance. You can search online 
and hope for the best or ask a friend, but if you are new to the area or need a specialized service 
it	may	just	come	down	to	a	gamble.	Knowing	where	to	turn	in	these	circumstances	is	essential	to	
finding a reliable and trusted resource.

Making it simple
we’ve taken the stress out of service selection so you can concentrate on what needs to be done. 

qualified vendors in a wide variety of categories from air conditioning 
services to landscapers, movers to insurance agents. if you need the service, we have a complete 
list of recommended providers. we want to make working with  as efficient and 
productive for you as possible. there is absolutely no cost to you to receive this service. even  
better, as a  customer or client, these services are available to you before, during and 
after your current transaction. there is no time limit on this offer. we are always happy to be of 
service to you. 

For sellers…
as a seller, we can help you locate service providers to assist you in getting your home ready for 
sale.  If you need repair work or want to replace flooring, paint a room, upgrade the electrical or 
plant a tree, we can give you the names of reliable people who will get the job done and done the 
right way. all you have to do is let your  know, call us directly with what you need, or . 
we use your feedback to further qualify our  t. that way, every time we recommend a 
vendor, we can track their satisfaction ratings to assure that our recommended vendors are tops 
in their fields.

For Buyers…
as a buyer, you may find things you want to do right away or several years later. it doesn’t make 
any difference  if you bought your home last week, last year or twenty years ago. elationship 
is ongoing, and we are always willing to help you find a reliable service provider.

For Family and Friends... 
as a courtesy to you, we’ll even extend this service to your family, friends and neighbors in our  
service area. Have them contact us by phone or email and . it’s as 
easy as that. 

Call (608) 438-4040 or email info@teamyoo.com today for your service referrals. 

 
“Who do you know who can help me with…”
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